ABSTRACT  In modern user interfaces, graphics play an important role in the communication between human and computer. When a person employs text and graphic objects in communication, those objects have meaning under a system of interpretation, or "visual language." Visual languages are ones which have been explicitly designed to be syntactically and semantically unambiguous. The research described in this paper aims at spatially parsing expressions in formal visual languages to recover their underlying syntactic structure. Such "spatial parsing" allows a general purpose graphics editor to be used as a visual language interface, giving the user the freedom to create some text and graphics, and later have the system process those objects under a particular system of interpretation. The task of spatial parsing can be simplified for the interface designer/implementer through the use of visual grammars. For each of the four formal visual languages described in this paper, there is a specifiable set of spatial arrangements of elements for well-formed visual expressions in that language. Visual Grammar Notation is a way to describe those sets of spatial arrangements, the context-free grammars expressed in this notation are not only visual, but also machine-readable, and are used directly to guide the parsing.

I. VISUAL LANGUAGES IN HUMAN/COMPUTER INTERACTION  When a person employs a text and graphic object in communication, that object has meaning under a system of interpretation, or "visual language." Visual languages can be used to communicate with computers, and are becoming an important kind of human/computer interaction. Phrases in a formal visual language can be used to direct searches in a data base (Odelta85); construct simulations [Budge82]; provide communication for aphasics [Steele85]; or serve as expressions in a general purpose programming language [Sutherland65, Christianson69, Putrele78, Lakin80c, Robinett81, Tanimoto82, Lanner84, Kim84, Glinit84].

Using a general purpose graphics editor as a visual language interface offers flexibility, but necessitates computer processing of visual languages. This paper describes the use of visual grammars in parsing phrases from visual languages. Both the visual grammars and the phrases were constructed in the vnsacsT™ graphics editor for the PAM graphics system. The grammars are machine-readable and are employed directly by the parser; examples of grammars and parsing for four different visual languages will be given.

II. DRAWBACKS OF SPECIAL PURPOSE VISUAL LANGUAGE INTERFACES A visual language interface should provide the user with two capabilities: the agility to create and modify phrases in the visual language, and the processing power to interpret the phrase and take appropriate action. All of the interfaces currently available (to the author's knowledge) which allow creation and processing of visual objects employ some kind of special purpose editor which is syntax-driven. Such editors achieve graphical agility and interpretative power, but at the expense of generality. In lieu of understanding, these editors substitute restriction. From a practical point of view, they limit the user's freedom; he can't spontaneously arrange text and graphics in new ways, or add a piece of text to an object already defined as graphical, or edit the text in a pull-down menu, or create a new kind of diagram. From a theoretical point of view, such editors never deal with the general issues of understanding diagrams: the meaning has been built into the structures and procedures of the predefined object categories.

III. ADVANTAGES OF PARSING VISUAL LANGUAGES IN A GENERAL PURPOSE GRAPHICS EDITOR A general purpose editor could be used to construct visual language phrases, giving the user more graphic freedom. But of course the deficiency of general purpose graphics editors is that although we can draw anything we want, there is no specialized help for drawing special purpose things (by definition). Added to this is the fact that when we're finished we can't do anything with the drawing.

Spatial parsing offers a way to cure these deficiencies and obtain special purpose utility from a general purpose graphics editor. Spatial parsing recovers underlying syntactic structure so that a spatial arrangement of visual objects can be interpreted as a phrase in a particular visual language. Interpretation consists of parsing and then semantic processing so that appropriate action can be taken in response to the visual phrase. Appropriate action may include: assistance for agile manual manipulation of objects, compilation into an internal form representing the semantics, translation into another text-graphic language, or simply execution as an instruction to the computer.

Previous work [Lakin86a] has shown that recovering the underlying structure of the elements in the phrase is the more difficult part of the problem. Once a parse tree has been constructed, then semantic processing — at least for the formal visual languages considered in this paper — is relatively straightforward. Through spatial parsing the system can do semantic processing of visual phrases, and thus the user can have the advantages of employing a general purpose graphics editor as a visual language interface. The user simply creates some text and graphics, and...
later has the system process those objects as a visual expression under a particular system of interpretation. This differs from syntax-driven editors which force the user to select the semantic type of objects before they are created. By choosing the system of interpretation and when it is to be applied, the user gets flexibility. This is like the freedom in the separate but tightly coupled interaction between text editing and interpretation/compilation in emacs-based LISP programming environments [Stallman81]. Text is typed into the editor at time1, and then at time2 it is selected for interpretation/compilation as a LISP expression. Such freedom in a graphics editor allows different visual languages to be used in the same image, blackboard-style.

IV. SPATIAL PARSING FOR VISUAL LANGUAGES

The previous section introduced the notion of spatial parsing for visual languages and explained some advantages. This section will discuss such parsing in more detail as a user interface technique. The following section then presents visual grammars as a way to accomplish spatial parsing.

A. Definitions

The purpose of spatial parsing is to aid in the processing of visual languages. As an operational definition of visual language, we say: A visual language is a set of spatial arrangements of text-graphics symbols with a semantic interpretation that is used in carrying out communicative actions in the world. Spatial parsing is the process of recovering the underlying syntactic structure of a visual communication object from its spatial arrangement.

B. Examples of Visual Languages

Examples of communication objects (or visual phrases) from five different visual languages are shown in Figure 1 (images were constructed in the vmacs graphics editor, Section VIII). The first four communication objects are from formal visual languages; the fifth object is a piece of informal conversational graphics to remind us of the theoretical context of this work. An expression in a simple Bar chart language is in the upper left corner of Figure 1. Feature Structures are a notation employing brackets of differing sizes to encode information for a natural (textual) language expression. The Visual Grammar Notation uses text and graphics to represent a context-free grammar for a visual language. SIH-TRAN is a fixed set of graphic devices which organize textual sentence fragments and provide additional semantic information. And the title block in the lower right corner is from an Informal graphic conversation discussed in Section VII.

C. Parsing and Interpretation of Visual Phrases in the User Interface

The text-graphics objects representing parses for four of the visual communication objects are shown in Figure 2 (the 'spiderwebs' are a concise way of diagramming tree structure recovered by parsing; the more traditional notation will be shown later). The four parses were all performed in the same image space by the same function, parse-appropriately tries spatial-parse with each grammar from a list until the parse succeeds (if no parse succeeds, then "unrecognized visual expression" is signaled). The claim is that parse-appropriately represents progress is building user interfaces for formal visual languages: we now have one general purpose function with a list of 'known' formal visual languages for which it can handle visual expressions. The elements for the expressions were created in a general purpose graphics editor, and then the spatial syntactic context of the elements was utilized in parsing them. After parsing a visual expression, the structure thus recovered is then used directly by a specialized semantic processor in taking appropriate communicative actions. Interpretations based on the parses in Figure 2 are shown in Figure 3. Again, the four interpretations were all performed in the same image space by a single interpretation function which calls parse-appropriately and selects the proper semantic processor based on the result of the parse.

Figure 1. Visual communication objects from 5 different systems.

Figure 2. Appropriate parses for different visual communication objects residing in the same image.

Figure 3. Appropriate interpretations for different visual communication objects residing in the same image.
D. Spatial Parsing Versus Image Processing  
Note that the visual communication objects under discussion are fundamentally symbolic objects, although the symbols are text-graphic. In spite of the fact that they are referred to as 'images,' they are very different from the raster images produced by a TV camera scanning a diagram on a blackboard. The entire lower level of interpretation called recognition has been finessed when a human constructs a visual phrase within the Vmaces graphics editor. Figure 4 presents the taxonomy of visual objects available to the Vmaces user. Text-graphic objects are either lines or patterns: lines are visual atoms (single drawlines or textlines); and patterns are groups of text-graphic objects. Since the user employs Vmaces to construct phrases, they are input as drawn lines and pieces of text (i.e., atomic text-graphic symbols) in spatial juxtaposition. Thus the focus of the research is on the recognition/parsing of the spatial arrangement of atomic visual elements serving as terminals in visual phrases. This is roughly analogous to language understanding work which begins with a typed-in sentence as input rather than starting with an aural image.

Figure 4. Taxonomy for graphic objects available in the Vmaces graphics editor.

V. VISUAL GRAMMAR-DIRECTED PARSING OF VISUAL LANGUAGES  
The problem with procedurally directed parsing is that knowledge about the syntax of each language is embedded implicitly in procedures, making it hard to understand and modify. In the current work, a spatial parser has been written that utilizes context-free grammars which are both visual and machine-readable. The parser takes two inputs: a region of image space and a visual grammar. The parser employs the grammar in recovering the structure for the elements of the graphic communication object lying within the region. One advantage of a visual grammar is that it makes the syntactic features of the visual language it portrays explicit and obvious. Grammars also increase modularity — by parameterizing one parser with different grammars, it is easy to change the behavior of the parser to handle new visual languages.

To illustrate spatial parsing using visual grammars, consider the visually notated context-free grammar for the very simple family of bar charts shown in Figure 5. The input region to be parsed is marked by a dashed box. Two different views of the successful parse are shown: the concise spiderweb diagram, and the traditional parse tree with labeled nodes (which unfortunately violates the spatial integrity of the arrangement of input elements; the more concise spiderwebs will be used for the remaining examples). Once a visual expression has been parsed as a bar chart, then semantic processing is straightforward. The piece of text at the lower left of Figure 5 represents the interpretation of the bar chart as a table. Parsing also facilitates other kinds of processing; next to the table is a copy of the original bar chart which has been automatically 'prettified'.

Figure 5. A visual grammar for a very simple family of bar charts, the input region, and two views of the resulting parse tree; and then, based on the parse, textual interpretation and automatic 'prettifying'.

A. Visually Notated Context-Free Grammars  
A context-free grammar is a 4-tuple consisting of a terminal vocabulary, a non-terminal vocabulary, a start symbol, and a set of productions (or rules). The terminal vocabulary is the set of all simple (atomic) visual objects that might be found in an expression to be parsed, and the non-terminal vocabulary is the set of symbols used to represent combinations of terminals and non-terminals. The start symbol is the non-terminal which is the name of the topmost entity being parsed (for instance, "S" for sentence). A production has a non-terminal on the left hand side, and a combination of terminals and non-terminals on the right hand side.  

The first three parts of a context-free grammar have been implicitly expressed in the visual representation of the productions, which we call the Visual Grammar Notation. Thus in the grammar for bar charts (Figure 5), the start symbol is the symbol on the left hand side of the topmost rule, i.e., *bar-chart*. Terminals are visual literals appearing only on the right hand side, such as the bar and the horizontal line. Non-terminals are symbols that appear on the left hand side of rules, such as *bar-chart* and *bar-list*.

B. A Spatial Parser Which Uses Visual Grammars  
The function spatial-parse takes two inputs: a region of space and a visual grammar. It then tries to parse whatever objects are in the region using the grammar. As used by spatial-parse, the rules or productions in a visual grammar are visual in two ways: first they are 'about' visual matters; and second they are themselves spatial objects whose spatiality is integral to their functioning as rules.

Each rule is a spatial template, showing the parser where to search spatially for the members of the expression (i.e., where members should be according to that production). In addition, the rule shows what kind of object is acceptable at a location. This can be by example, as with the bar chart bar literal in Figure 5. Testing for acceptable literals can also be by pattern matcher-like predications (e.g., textlinep and ? used in some of the grammars). And finally, each rule expresses the target tree structure to be returned in the parse for its kind of expression.

When a spatial rule is applied to a region of space, either a visual object is returned or the parse fails. In the case of success, the visual object is a copy of the objects in the region put...
into a pattern with its members in the proper tree structure (as described by the grammar). In the case of failure, the parser gives up unless there are any other rules of the same name as yet untried in the grammar, in which case it tries the next one in top-down order. Having two rules with the same name permits termination of recursion, an important feature of context-free grammars. For example, because the second rule in the bar chart grammar defines the non-terminal *bar-list* recursively, the grammar can handle bar charts with an arbitrary number of bars. The recursive rule keeps succeeding until there is just one bar left, in which case it fails and the simple rule is tried, which succeeds and terminates the parsing of the *bar-list*.

VI. EXAMPLES OF SPATIAL PARSING USING VISUAL GRAMMARS

A. Feature Structures (Directed Acyclic Graph Notation Used by Linguists)

Visual language description: Feature Structures are a notation for directed acyclic graphs of a certain type used by linguists. The Feature Structure (FS) in Figure 6 encodes various kinds of syntactic information (*barlevel, category, next*) and semantic information (*functor*) for a natural language expression (further details on the meaning and function of FS's may be found in [Shieber85]). Looking at the grammar for the FS notation, we see that compared to the grammar for bar charts it uses enclosures and is deeply recursive. The basic FS (*f-s*) is a pair of brackets surrounding an atribute-value pair list (*a-v-p-list*). An attribute-value pair list is either an attribute-value pair (*a-v-pair*) on top of an attribute-value pair list, or simply one attribute-value pair.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Structure (FS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>barlevel: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>category: bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>next: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>functor: red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 6. Grammar, parse and interpretation for an expression in Feature Structure notation.

**Action taken based on the parse:** The parse tree from the FS notation is easily processed to produce an isomorphic LISP *-expression* which is then used as input to a function that creates an internal structure of the kind employed by the PATR natural language understanding system at SRI [Shieber85].

B. SIDTRAN (Graphic Devices for Organizing Textual Sentence Fragments)

**Visual language description:** David Sibbet is a San Francisco based graphic designer who makes his living by writing and drawing on walls to help groups think. He is shown at work in Figure 7. As a first step in dealing with the richness of the informal conversational graphics in Figure 7, a formal visual language was devised. This language, called SIDTRAN, formalizes a limited subset of the visual imagery system developed by Sibbet. SIDTRAN is a fixed set of graphic devices to organize textual sentence fragments under a system which provides a layer of additional semantic information (beyond the meaning of the words in the fragments). A SIDTRAN expression consists of one or more of the graphic elements (hollow arrows, bullets or straight arrows) placed in specified spatial relationships with either pieces of text (sentence fragments of typically six words or less) or other SIDTRAN expressions. The visual grammar for SIDTRAN expressions is shown in Figure 8. The parse and interpretation (text translation derived from meanings used by Sibbet in his work) for a standard SIDTRAN expression were presented back in Figures 2 and 3. This leaves us free to show an extension to SIDTRAN in Figure 8: expressions from two other formal visual languages, Bar charts and Feature Structures, are defined in the grammar as proper SIDTRAN expressions. Thus Visual Grammar Notation allows us to express heterogeneous embedding, using SIDTRAN as a meta-level schema. Figure 8 shows the parse and interpretation for a mixed language SIDTRAN expression with a Feature Structure phrase to the right of the hollow arrow.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIDTRAN Grammar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>start: S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rule 1:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>bar-list</em> : bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rule 2:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>bar-list</em> : <em>bar-list</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rule 3:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>bar-list</em> : <em>bar-list</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 8. Grammar, parse and interpretation for a mixed language SIDTRAN expression.

**Action taken based on the parse:** The SIDTRAN-assistant is a helpful interactive software module designed to facilitate graphic communication. The assistant uses the grammar in recognition and parsing. Its job is first to recognize when an arrangement of graphic objects is a SIDTRAN expression, and then to issue special prompts depending on the identity of the expression. The functioning of the SIDTRAN-assistant and its bearing on the conversational graphics problem (Section VII) is discussed in [Lakin86a,86b].
C. VISUAL GRAMMAR NOTATION

**Visual language description:** The Visual Grammar Notation is also a formal visual language. All of the visual grammars used in this paper are described by the grammar presented in Figure 9. Reading informally, an expression in Visual Grammar Notation is a piece of text with the visual literal """, a rule to the right, and a list of rules below it. A list of rules is either a rule on top of a list of rules, or just a rule by itself. And a rule is a piece of text with a straight arrow to the right, and any visual object (drawn line, piece of text or group of visual objects)7 to the right of that. On the left of Figure 9 is a region containing notation for a visual grammar (using the Visual Grammar Notation to describe itself) and on the right is the proper parse tree for the expression in that region.

**Action taken based on the parse:** Once a parse tree has been produced for an expression in Visual Grammar Notation, the grammar compiler can then take the tree and convert the grammar to the internal form which is used by the parser. The compiler returns the piece of text at the lower right of Figure 9, showing the name of the grammar and the rules it includes. All of the parsing presented in this paper was done using grammars compiled in the above fashion.

**VII. THEORETICAL CONTEXT: UNDERSTANDING CONVERSATIONAL GRAPHS** The overall goal of this research is effective computer participation in human graphic communication activity like that which takes place on blackboards. Blackboard activity is a kind of graphic conversation, involving the spontaneous generation and manipulation of text and graphics for the purpose of communication. Figure 9 shows a group participating in conversational graphics. The image in Figure 10-a is the final frame in the text-graphic performance of Figure 7. For purposes of study, that image was transcribed into text-graphic symbols using the vmacs graphics editor, Figure 10-b, becoming the corpus for further analysis [Lakin80a,86a]. As a general purpose editor, vmacs is a tool for exploring the rules used by humans to collect elementary visual objects into conceptual groups. One possible underlying grouping structure for the image from Figure 10-b is shown in Figure 10-c, and future work will attempt to recover these structures. In the meantime, since phrases from special purpose, formal visual languages are often embedded in the imagery of conversational graphics, parsing such languages in order to assist in their use is the immediate goal of the research. We expect that strategies and tools developed for processing visual communication objects in these languages can be taken "back" and applied to the more unrestricted, informal domain. Visual Grammar Notation is one such tool, useful for perspicuously describing the patterns of spatial arrangement in specialized subsets of visual communication activity.

**VIII. SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK** The basic software for the research is PAM, a LISP-based interactive graphics environment. PAM stands for PAttern Manipulation, and is an extension of LISP from computing with symbolic expressions to computing with text-graphic forms. [Lakin80a,86a] PAM graphics language/system provides tree structured graphic objects together with functions for manipulating them, vmacs, the graphics editor in the PAM environment [Lakin84a,86a], is the means for arranging PAM's objects into visual language phrases. PAM functions can compute with visual objects created in vmacs — including both the visual objects representing the grammars and the elements in the visual communication objects to be parsed. The vmacs/PAM graphics system is implemented in ZetaLISP on a Symbolics 36xx.

**IX. RELATED WORK** Use of grammars to analyze formal visual languages was investigated some time ago. Shi-Kuo Chang parsed 2-D mathematical expressions using a "picture-processing grammar" [Chang81]; however the grammar itself was in a nonvisual, tabular form and the rules were encoded manually. King Sun Fu extended 1-D string grammar notation with 2-D concatenation operators and graphic objects as the terminal symbols [Fu71]; a graphical grammar to analyze stylized sketches of houses was described, but apparently never implemented. Alan Mackworth has done interpretation of maps sketched freehand on a graphical data tablet; primary local cues are interpreted with help of a grammar-like cue catalog [Mackworth85]. vmacs and PAM improve on these earlier researches because they support grammar notations which are both visual and

---

7 Any non-atomic visual objects which serve as right hand sides for rules must be grouped manually by the linguist user when inputting a visual grammar (thus in Figure 9 the right hand sides in the input region to the parser already have spiderwebs). Machine grouping of these objects is very difficult because the tree structure of the right hand side is how the linguist specifies both the spatial search sequence for recognition of that kind of expression, and the tree structure to be returned in case of a successful parse.
machine-readable. That is, the linguist can directly input a perspicuous notation using vmacs. In addition, the visual language users employ vmacs to generate the images to be parsed.

X. CONCLUSION Visual grammars can be useful in the spatial parsing of formal visual languages. Spatial parsing allows a general purpose graphics editor to be used as a visual language interface. This provides the user with the freedom to use different visual languages in the same image, blackboard-style. He or she can first simply create some text and graphics, and later have the system process those objects under a particular system of interpretation. The task of spatial parsing can be simplified for the interface designer/programmer through the use of visual grammars. For each of the formal visual languages described in this paper, there is a specifiable set of spatial arrangements of elements for well-formed visual expressions in that language. Visual Grammar Notation is a way to describe the spatial criteria (or rules) which distinguish those sets of spatial arrangements and the associated underlying structures; the context-free grammars expressed in this notation are not only visual, but also machine-readable, and are used directly to guide the parsing. Once a visual grammar has been written for a formal visual language, parsing can be accomplished. And once parsed, expressions can then be processed semantically and appropriate action taken. Visual grammars and semantic processing for four formal visual languages have been presented.

Understanding informal conversational graphics taking place in a general purpose graphics editor is the broader theoretical context for this work. Enroute to the overall goal of computer participation in conversational graphics (such as blackboard activity), we began with the parsing of special purpose visual languages. Not only are they simpler, but since they are often embedded in (and may have grown out of) general purpose graphics activity, lessons learned there will likely be applicable to the more difficult problem.
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